
HOW TO EVALUATE WEB SITE

Authority reveals that the person, institution or agency responsible for a site has the qualifications and knowledge to do
so. Evaluating a web site for authority.

Are there references or links to more information? Does it matter how old an article is? How detailed is the
information? Are the sources cited reliable and can they be verified elsewhere? Is the site reliably accessible?
Objectivity Are there biases in the Web page? Is the content written at a level that is readable by the intended
audience? Related to advertising, because the pages want readers to continue accessing them or to watch or
purchase another version. Does the website promote a biased viewpoint? You may find an author whose
credentials are not given on the Web site. If you can view the information properly--not limited to fees,
browser technology, or software requirement, then. Accuracy Is the website well-researched and information
properly cited? Sites are created for a variety of reasons -- for art, education, entertainment, commercial and
business purposes, as well as for information or personal use. Are the facts documented or well-researched?
Usability: Is the site well-designed and stable? Of course, you can unsubscribe at any time. Objectivity Does
the author present objective arguments or make it clear when he is expressing biased opinions? Entertain For
example: games, puzzles, pictures with various ratings , books, magazines, gossip, information about
television or radio shows, celebrities, fictional characters. Association: Professional, Trade, Entertainment
address frequently includes. Are other points of view explored? Anyone can create a Web site, and usually,
there aren't standards to evaluate the quality and accuracy of the information. University Libraries. Model your
own searches explicitly and talk out loud as you evaluate websites. Check URL domain. Accuracy: Is the
information presented accurate? Authority: Who created the site? Sometimes you need to change your
keywords or be more specific. When looking through your Google search results, you may want to teach
students to open sites in new tabs, leaving their search results in a tab for easy access later e. Sometimes URLs
include dates as well. In addition, many educational sites have pages that highlight the faculty's research. If the
information is part of a journal or other online publication, you should try to establish the authority of that
publication: Is the name of the publication obvious? Like all aspects of teaching students how to research,
classroom integration is key. Good websites have a design that is visually appealing, readable, easy to
navigate, and reinforces the purpose of the site while giving it a unified look and feel. Is it a personal website?


